London Network Lead
About the Restart Project
Electronic waste is one of the fastest growing waste streams. We are all consuming too
fast, and we feel frustrated when products fail. The Restart Project is a registered
charity and social enterprise that helps people transform their relationship with
electronics by teaching repair at community events, working with educators and makers,
and speaking in public and online. We started as an allvolunteer organisation and
volunteers still play a crucial role in supporting our team. We look at the big picture, on
how to improve electronics for people and the planet, from design and manufacture all
the way to end of life, and our community activities are central to this.
What we offer
We provide the chance to make a difference in a fun, eclectic and creative atmosphere,
where work can move quickly and not be hampered by bureaucracy. We also have an
ample training budget to support our staff members. We are based in central London
and have flexible working hours.
This is a very parttime role, 0.2 FTE on a Fixed Term contract through February 2020.
This role sits within the Community Team and reports to the Outreach Lead.
How to apply
Please send us a covering letter, or a video, (jobs@therestartproject.org) explaining why
you are a great fit, and a CV by noon on 11th March.
Responsibilities





Manage the calendar of Restart events in London  balance of events in different
neighbourhoods and at varied times/days to maximise accessibility of our events
Support London Restart Party hosts to use our online tools, access equipment
and recruit volunteers
Build and maintain a relationship with Restart Party hosts and other members of
the network
Working with volunteer coordinators to plan and deliver volunteer welcome
sessions





Build a strong working relationship with the volunteer coordinators and support
them to plan and deliver skillshares and socials for the London Restarter
community
Support the creation of new Restarter groups in London including helping to plan
and host Restart Parties

Essential skills / experience











Highly organised with experience of managing calendars
Ability to work onetoone, and in groups, with all kinds of people
Ability to articulate and embody community values
Experience with volunteer engagement and management
Understanding of open ways of working and fostering diversity in practice
Delivering community electronics repair events
Events management
An awareness of health and safety
Good communication and support, both in writing and in person
Connecting the local to the global

Greattohaves





Experience using tools like Meetup, online collaboration tools
Experience working in an innovative, missiondriven organisation
Passion for saving the planet, electronic waste, gadgets and/or making
Public speaking experience

